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Abstract . CoaepxaHJie . Streszczenie
The paper is an attempt of characterizing algebraically the
sets of processes generated by systems. A characterization is
given for discrete systems which are equivalent to the condition-event systems in the sense of Petri. The stress is put on the
existing concurrency of processes. Main feature of the approach
is that processes are regarded as primitives which need not to be
defined. Only relationships between processes are described and
this is done in terms of two partial operations of composing
processes: sequentially and in parallel. Natural axioms are im
posed on these operations such that the resulting structure of
processes of a system can be represented as a partial algebra of
labelled partially ordered csts of a sort with suitable compo
sitions. In particular, from the axiomatic characterization of
behaviour a process concept and other related concepts can be
derived.

AjirefipainiecKoe onucaiuie no 3eaeHHK cucTeu
PaOoTa KacaeTCH ajireCpaimecKHX CBOiteTa MHOseciB n p o u ec co s
no p o m a e jftix CHCTeMauii. npenaoraeTC H onacaHHe tskhx cbo Bctb a.ui
«
CHCT6U aHCKpeTHoro Tuna, atcBHBajieHTHiix CHCTeuau ycJioBHtl h cotfi
thu b cuucjie n3Tpn. 0co<5oe BHHiiaHne ofipamaeTca Ha napanjiejin3ii
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no^jniaeMaH ajire<5paireec:caH crpyicrypa npoaeccoB npescTaBJweMaH kek
HacTEMHaa aareC pa nacTHiHO ynopHjo<ieHHHX MOKecTB HeitOToporo t h na.
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łacYHocTa noJiynaeiiGH $opuaaBHoe onpeae/ieHHe npouecoa h j p y -

r m noHHTH obh38hhux c npoueccaw i.

Algebraiczny opis dynamiki systemów
Prace jest próbą

algebraicznej charakteryzacji zbiorów

procesów generowanych przez systemy. Podano charakteryzację dla
systemów dyskretnych równoważnych systemom warunków i .zdarzeń
w sensie Petri. Starano się przy tym wyrazió współbieżność pro
cesów. Główną cechą podejścia jeit to, że procesy są traktowane
jako obiekty pierwotne, nie wymagające definiowania. Opisuje
się jedynie relacje między procesami. Czyni się to przy pomocy
dwóch częściowych operacji sekwencyjnego i równoległego składa
nia procesów. Operacja składania charakteryzuje się przy pomocy
naturalnych aksjomatów, dzięki czemu otrzymuje się odpowiednią
algebrę częściową procesów, którą można przedstawić jako algeb
rę pewnych etykietowanych zbiorów częściowo uporządkowanych z
odpowiedniki operacjami złożenia. Wynika stąd w szczególności
jak powinny być definiowane procesy i inne pokrewne pojęcia.

*

1. Introduction

Intuitively, by a system we mean a whole in which some pro
cesses may run. For example, an output device and processors
accessing occasionally the device, one processor at a time, con
stitute a system. That one processor accesses the' device and next
releases it while the other processors execute concurrently their
private activities is a process running in the system. That the
device is free and some processors are waiting for it is also re
garded as a process (such a process, called a configuration, is a
state of a part of the system which may occur rather than a real
process which may run). In thiB paper we restrict ourselves to
processes which arą bounded in space and time (other processes can
be described only indirectly - by approximating them by bounded
processes).

What is a process is not defined at the beginning. Processes
are regarded as abstract entities

and their properties are ex

pressed merely by connections with other processes. This is done
with the aid of two partial operations of composing processes:
sequentially (one component is a continuation of another) and in
parallel (the components are independent and may run concurrently).
Suitable axioms are imposed on these operations, which reflect
natural properties of executing processes sequentially and in
parallel. With such axioms the set of processes which may run and
the operations on processes constitute a partial algebra, called
a behaviour- algebra. Due to the axioms we shall be able to re' .
present behaviour algebras as algebras of labelled partially or
dered sets (lpo-sets) with natural composition operations. In par
ticular, we shall be able to represent processes by lpo-sets.

The axiomatization we give here of the operations of com
posing processes is an improved version of one that- has been

2. The parallel composition of processes

Let D be the set of processes which may run in a system (in
cluding configurations which may occur).

The parallel composition is the operation of gathering twc
independent processes p and q into a single process denoted p+q.
That the processes are independent means that they do not disturb
each other and can run concurrently. The resulting process is
understood to be the process of executing independently (and so
possibly, but not necessarily, concurrently) the given independent
processes.

The parallel composition is expected to enjoy the following
properties:

(1)

the result does not depend on the order of components, i.e.
p+q-q+p whenever either side is defined (commutativity),

(2)

the result does not dépend on the order of gathering com
ponents, i.e. (p+q)*r-p+(q+r) whenever either side is defined
(associativity),

(3)

there exists an "empty" element 0 which is neutral for +,
i.e. p+O-O+p-p for all p,

(4)

if p+r and q+r are defined and p+r-q+r then p-q (cancellation
law),
•

(5)

*

p+p is defined only for p-0,

(6) with respect to the

following relation (which, due to (1 ) -

- (5), is a partial

ordering and reflects the fact that one

element ie an independent component of another):

p4q

iff

q-p+r for some r

there exists the greatest lower bound p A q of every two ele
ments p and q,

(7) if p+q is defined then, for every r, (pAr)+(qAr) is also
' defined and (pAr)+(qAr).(p+q)/\r

(distributivity).

This can be summarized by saying that (0,+,0) is a commuta
tive, distributive partial monoid in the sense of the following
definition.

Definition 1. A (commutative) partial monoid (p-monoid) is
A«(tJ,+,0), where 0 is a set (the underlying set of A, denoted
set(A)

), + is a binary partial operation on elements of U such

that (1) - (3) are satisfied, and 0 is neutral for + . Elements
I
p and q such that p+q is defined are said to be Independent. If
(4) - (7) are also satisfied then A is said to be distributive.

/
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Observe that the resul-fc of composing given elements p.,,...,pn
depends merely on these elements, not on the way in which they arecomposed. So it can be written as p1+...+pn# If p^+...+pn is de
fined then we say that p1,...,Pn are independent.

3. Initial and final configurations of processes
*

As we have said in the introduction, we consider only pro
cesses which are bounded in space and time. That a process p is
bounded in time is expressed by assuming that p begins with an
initial configuration denoted dom(p) and ends with a final con
figuration denoted cod(p). We recall that such configurations are
regarded as processes. That a process p is a configuration is
expressed by the property dom(p)-cod(p)-p.

Talcing the initial and the final configurations of processes
can be regarded as unary operations on processes, denoted dom and
cod, respectively. These operations are expected to enjoy the
following properties:

(8)

dom(dom(p))-cod(dom(p ))-dom(p) and
dom(cod(p))-cod(cod(p))-cod(p).

(9)

if p+q is defined then dom(p)+dom(q) and cod(p)+cod(q) are
also defined and they satisfy dom(p)+dom(q)-dom(p+q) and
çod(p)+cod(q)-cod(p+q).

It is our intention to specify systems such that the de
scription of configurations contains as much information as pos
sible on the processes which can run. More precisely, we expect
the configurations to be described such that the independence of
initial or final configurations of processes Implies the inde
pendence of entire processes (numerous examples show that such a
description ia possible either for the system under consideration
or for some extension of it). This can be formulated as the fol
lowing property:

(10)

if ¿2B(p)+à2n(q) or cod(p)+cod{o) is defined then p+q is
also defined.

Properties (1) -vi(7) and (8) - (10) can be summarized by
saying that (P.dom.cod.+.0) is a commutative, distributive, safe
partially monoidal graph in the sense defined below (in the de
finition by a graph we mean G-(P.dom.cod) such that (8) is satis
fied; 0 is the set of vertices and edges of G; p e u such that
dom(p)-p or cod(p)«p play .the role of vertices; dom(p) stands for
the beginning of p; cod(p) stands for the end of p).

Definition 2. A (commutative, distributive)- partially monoidal
graph (pm-graph) is A-(P,dom,cod,+,0) such that (P.dom.cod) is
a graph (the underlying graph of A, denoted graph(A)

),

(P,+,0) is a (commutative, distributive) p-monoid (the underlying
p-monold of A, denoted p-monold(A)

), and (9) is satisfied.

If (10) is also satisfied then A is said to be safe.

4. The sequential composition of processes

The sequential composition is the operation of combining
processes p and q such that q is a continuation of p into a single
process denoted p*q. The resulting process is understood to be the
process of executing both the processes such that the final con
figuration of p is the initial configuration of q.

The sequential composition is expected to enjoy the following
properties:

(11)

p.q is defined for those p and q which satisfy cod(p)-dom(q),

(12)

if p*q is defined then dom(p*q)«dom(p) and cod(p-q)«cod(q),

(13)

dom(p)»p - p*cod(p) - p ,

(14)

(p.q)>r - p*(q*r) whenever either side is defined (assoclati»

vity),

(1 5 )

if (p*q)+(r*s) is defined then p+r, p+s, q+r, q+s are also
defined and (p+r)*(q+s)-(p*q)+(r«s).

Taking into account also these properties we summarize all
what we have assumed by saying that (U.dom.cod.+.O.■) is a com
mutative, distributive, safe partially monoidal category in the
sense defined below (in the definition by a category we mean
C-(U.dom.cod.■) such that grphfC):-(ü.dom.cod) is a graph and
(11)

- (14) are satisfied; grph(C) .is called the underlying graph

of C; its vertices (resp.: edges) play the role of identity morphisns or objects (resp.: of morphisms or arrows); that dom(p)»a

-11-

and cod(p)-b is usually written as p: a

»b

or

a — E—>b ),

Definition 3. A (commutative, distributive) partially monoidal
category (pm-category) is A-(U.dom.cod.+.0.♦) such that
(U,dom,cod,+,0) is a (commutative, distributive) pm-graph (the
underlying pm-graph of A, denoted pm-graph(A)

), (P.dom.cod.«)

is a category (the underlying category of A, denoted cat(A)

),

and (15) is satisfied. If the underlying pm-graph of A is safe
then A is also said to be safe.

5. Atomic processes

We are interested in such systems whose processes consist of
some atomic processes, i.e. of processes which cannot be decom
posed in a nontrivial manner. We shall call them discrete systems.
In order to formulate the corresponding property we start with
appropriate notions.

Given a set D and a list L of operations in D, we say that a
subset V £ D is L-closed if all results of applying operations
from L to elements of V belong to V. Given a subset W£U, by
L-closure of W, denoted L closure(V), we mean the least L-closed
subset V £ U that contains W.

Definition 4. An element p of a pm-category A-(0,dom,cod,+,0,•)
(resp.j of a pm-graph A-(P.dom.cod,+.0). of a p-monoid A-(U,+,0)
is said to be (+)-indeconrposable if p-q+r impAes q-p and r-0 or
q-0 and r-p. An element p of a pm-category A-(U.dom.cod,+.0.•)
(resp.s of a category A- (U.dom.cod.•) ) is said to be (• )-lndeco.T,
posable if p-q*r implies q-dom(p) and r-p or q-p and r-cod(p).

-

15 -

An element p of a pm-category A-(U,dom,cod,+,0,•) is said to be
(+. »)-indecomposable or atomic if it is (+)-indecomposable and
(•)-indecomposable.

That a system is discrete can be expressed by saying that
the pm-category of its processes is discrete in the following
sense.
»

Definition 5. A pm-category A-(tJ.dom.cod.+.Q.») (resp.: pm-graph
A-(U.dom.cod.-f.O). p-monoid A-(tJ,+,0)

) is said to be discrete

if there exists a subset V of (+,•)-indecomposable (resp.: of
(+)-indecomposable) elements of A such that U-(+,•)closure(V)
(resp.: Ü-(■*•)çlosure(V)

). If suclra subset T exists then it is

called a set of atomic generators of A.

The discreteness of .the pm-category of system processes
means that we consider only such processes which consist of
finite numbers of atomic components. In particular, the number
of configurations of a process p (i.e. of configurations c
satisfying p«q«CT for some q and r) is finite and each of such
configurations consists of a finite number of atomic configura
tions. The latter property is what we had in mind saying in the
introduction that the processes we restricted ourselves to were
bounded in space.
I
Apart of processes which are bounded in space and time
also unbounded oi^s can normally run in a system. In our for<
malism we cannot discuss them explicitly but only in terms of
bounded processes.

6. Representing processes by expressions
Using nameB of processes and the symbols of compositions we
can build expressions which may have values being processes. Due
to the assumed properties of operations, different expressions
\

,

may have the same value, i.e. they may represent the same process.

In the case of discrete systems all processes of a system
cam be represented by expressions in which all process names are
names of atomic processes. Due to properties (1) - (15), dif
ferent expressions of this type can sometimes be proved to re
present the same process. Now we assume also that otherwise the
represented processes are different. Together with (1) - (15),
this*assumption leads us to a definition of processes and to a
characterization of pm-categories of processes of discrete sys
tems. In order to formulate it precisely we introduce auxiliary
notions.

Given a set 0 and a list L of operations in D, as usual, by
an L-expresslon we mean every syntactically well formed expres
sion consisting of symbols of elements of U and symbols of opera
tions from L. That the element symbols occurring in an L-expression R a r e x1,...,xn is indicated by writing E as E(x1,... ,xn ).
Given particular elements with names x1f...,xn, by execuwng on
these elements operations as described by the expression we
obtain a value of E(x1,

.,xn ) or such a value is not defined.

If the value of E(x.,,... ,xQ ) is defined then E(x1,...,xn ) is said
to represent this value.

The pm-categories of processes of discrete systems, called
discrete behaviour algebras, can be defined as follows.

Definition 6. A (discrete) behaviour algebra is a (discrete) com
mutative, distributive, safe pm-category A- (-D.doni.cod.+.O. *') which
enjoys the following property:

(16)

if two (+,. )-expressior.s E(p1,...»Pn ) and P(q1,...,qm ) with
atomic elements p^,...,pn,q^,...,qm represent the same ele
ment then this fact can be proved with the aid of the as
sumed properties of operations.

This definition of discrete behaviour algebras implies that
processes of a system can be defined as equivalence classes of
formal (+,•)-expressions, where the equivalence is defined for
those expressions which can be proved to represent elements ^id
it means that expressions can be proved to represent the same eleT
ment.

7. Example

Consider processors P1tP2,... accessing occasionally an out
put device W, one processor at a time. The processors and the de
vice constitute a system. In order to describe this system we
specify its atomic processes and their independence and then,
with the aid of the assumed properties of operations, we define
other processes which can run.

First we specify all atomic configurations and their inde
pendence.

We distinguish the following atomic configurations:

«1 5-

k : W is free,
1^: P^ is waiting for the access to W (but has no access
to W),
iik:

P^ has got the access to W,

n^: P^ is not waiting for the access to W (and has no access
to V).

According to the intended meaning, atomic configurations
d ^ O , .. .,dj/0 are regarded to be independent if they are all dif
ferent and the following two conditions are satisfied:

(11) among d1,...,dj there is at most one of the atomic configu
rations k.n^ (i*1,2,...),

(12)

for every i-1,2,..., among d 1,...,d;j there is at most one of
the atomic configurations l^.m^n^.

For such d1,...,d;j the parallel composition d1+...+d;j is defined
and, due to the assumed properties, this composition appears to be
a configuration. For instance, k,l1,...,lj, and k,n1,...,nj, and
m1,l2,...,l;j are independent and the following parallel composi
tions are defined: k+l1+...+lj, k + n ^ . .,+nj, and m1+12+...+1 j•
On the other hand, m1 and m2 are not independent and m^+m2 is not
defined. Similarly, 11 and m 1 are not independent and 11+®1 is not
defined.

After having atomic configurations and their independence
specified we specify the remaining atomic processes and their
initial and final configurations. According to (9) and (10), the
independence of such processes is determined by the independence
of atomic configurations.

-1 6-

«

We distinguish the following atomic processes which are not
configurations:

a^: P^ gets the access to W,
b^:

releases W,

ci: ?i coniPle'fceB its private activity.

Aocording to the intended meaning, these processes have the
following initial and final configurations:

dom(ai)-k+l^, cod(a^)-m^,
dom(b^)-m^,

cod(b^)-k+n^,

dom(c^)-n^,

cod(c^)«l^.

Knowing all atomic processes and the independence of atomic
configurations we can construct (+,■)-expressions and decide
which of them represent processes of the Bystem, Indeed, if some
expressions

represent processes P1t...,Pj, respectively,

then, with the aid of the assumed properties of operations, we
can decide whether p1f...,pj are independent and, in such a case,
the expression E^♦ ...«-E.. will represent the parallel composition
P^.-.+P j . Similarly, given two expressions E and F representing
processes p and q, respectively, with the aid of the assumed pro
perties of operations we can perform calculations to find expres
sions representing cod(p) and dom(q) and see whether these ex
pressions can be proved' to represent the saune configuration, if
so then we conclude that E*F represents a process, namely p*q.
Finally, also with the aid of the assumed properties, we cam de
cide whether two given expressions represent the same process or
'it.

-1 7-

For instancet

and n2 are independent and a^+n2 represents

a process since cod(a1)-m1 and n2 are independent. Similarly, b1
and c2 are independent and b.j+c2 represents a process since
dom(b1 )»m^ and dom(c2)-n2 are independent. Furthermore, cod(a^-t-n2 )=
m.j+n2-dom(b.|+c2) so that (a^+nj)• (b^+c2) represents a process.
Checking in a similar manner that (a^b^+Cg also represents a
process and applying (15) we obtain (a1+n2)•(b1+c2)-(a^b1)+c2,
which implies that (a1+n2 )• (b1+c2 ) and (a.,* b1 )+c2 represent the
same process. It is the process which consists of two independent
components: one Is accessing and next releasing W by P.,, and the
other is completing the private activity of P2 by P2.

How processes a^,b^,c^ change configurations is represented
graphically in Fig.1*

Fig. 1

By combining in suph a representation identical atomic configurations we obtain a Petri net (as shown in Fig.2 for two processors

-16-

Fig.2

Such a net and the set of finite sets of independent atomic con
figurations constitute a complete specification of the system
from which all information on processes can be derived. The in
formation on finite subsets of independent atomic configurations
is equivalent to the one on maximal sets of configurations whose
finite subsets consist of independent atomic configurations.
Thus the system specification we have come to is equivalent to a
condition-event system in the sense of [8] .

The parallel composition a^+ng of independent processes a1
and

0 -2

can be represented graphically by drawing separately a1

and n2. Similarly, b^ +c2 can be represented by drawing separately
b1 and c2. On the other hand, the sequential composition
(a1+n2)* (b.|+c2) can be represented by drawing (a.j+n2) and (b.j+c2 )
such that the atomic cotaponents of cod(a^+n2 ) are Identified with
the corresponding atomic components of dom(b^+o2 ). Thus we obtain
a finite piece of "unfolding" of the net of the system as shown
in Fig.3 (cf. also [2], [7],[8], and [9]).

Pig.3

Observe that a similar construction for (a^* b^)+Cg leads us
to the same piece of unfolding. That the graphical representations
of expressions representing the same process are identical appears
\

to be a general property. As a consequence, we can identify pro
cesses of a system with finite pieces of unfoldings of the net of
the system. This fact is' basic for representing discrete be
haviour algebras.

8. Universal properties of discrete behaviour algebras

Our representation of discrete behaviour algebras will be
based on the fact that such algebras enjoy certain universal pro
perties. In order to formulate the corresponding result we need
further notions.

We recall that a homomorphism from a graph G-(P.dom.cod)
into a graph G'-(P'tdoin'.cod7 ) is a mapping h:P— »P' such that

/
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h(dom(p))«dom/(h(p)) and h(cod(p))-codz(h(p)), and that a homo
morphism, or a functor, from a category C-(Pfdom,cod,•) into a
category C/-(U',dom',cod'j\»') is a mapping h:P

>P' which is a

homomorphism from grph(C )-(P.dom.cod) into grph(0'

(P'.dom '.cod')

such that h(p»q)-h(p)*'h{q).

Definition 7. For p-monoids, pm-graphs, and pm-categories, a
homomorphism from a structure A into a structure &' of the same
type is defined as follows:

for p-monoids A-(P,+,0) and k'- (P', + ',0'):
as a mapping h:0-- >-U' such that h(p)+'h(q) is -defined and equal
to h(p+q) whenever p+q is defined, and h(0)«0',

for pm-graphs A-(P.dom.cod.+.0) and A/-(P/.dom/.cod/.+/.0/):
as a mapping h:P

► P 7 which is a homomorphism from p-monold(A)-

(P,+,0) into p-monoid(A')-(P'.+'.0') and a homomorphism from
graph(A)-(P.dom.cod) into graphfA')-(P'.dom'.cod').

for pm-categories A- (P,dom,cod,+,0, • ) and A' - (P'.dom'.cod'.+ '.0'. •'):
as a mapping h:P— vP* which is a homomorphism from pm-graph(A)(P,dom,cod,+,0) into pm-graph(A' )- (P' .dom'.cod'.+

0 ') and a homo

morphism from cat(A)-(P,dom,cod,•) into cat(A')-(P'fdom',cod',*').

Definition 8. Given a discrete, safe pan-category
A-(P,dom,cod,+,0,•) with a set V of atomic generators, hy the
generating pm-graph of A, denoted gpm-graph(A). we mean the dis
crete, safe pm-graph which consists of those elements of
pm-graph(A)-(P.dom.cod.+.0) that belong to (+)closure(y). Such
elements are called slices of A.

-21-

Deflnltion 9. Given a discrete pm-graph A-(U,dom,cod,+,0) with
a set V of atomic generators, by the skeleton of A, denoted
skeleton(A). we mean the subgraph of graph(A)-(U.dom.cod) that
consists of (-»^-indecomposable edges veV, vertices of such edges,
and (+)-indecomposable components of such vertices.

The result about universal properties of discrete behaviour
algebras is given by the following theorem.

Theorem 1. A pm-category A-(U,dom,cod,+,0,•) is a discrete be
haviour algebra iff it is commutative, distributive, discrete,
and safe, and enjoys the following (universal) properties:

(u1) given a commutative pm-category A', every homomorphism
(of graphs)
1

g: skeleton(gpm-graph(A))-- » graph(pm-graph(A' ))
which maps independent elements of A onto independent ele
ments of A' can uniquely be extended to a homomorphism
(of pn-graphs)
h: gpm-graph (A)— ».pm-graph (A' ),

(u2) given a commutative pm-category A', every homomorphism (of
pm-graphs)
h: gpm-graph (A )— > pm-graph (A7 )
can uniquely i>e extended to a homomorphism (of pm-categories)
h: A — ►A'.

-22-

Proof outline. That (16) holds for A satisfying the conditions of
theorem follows from the fact that elements of such A must he equi-r
valence classes of formal (+,•)-expressions which can he proved to
represent elements, vhere two such expressions are regarded to be
equivalent if they can be proved to represent the same element.
So, it remains to prove that every discrete behaviour algebra A(U*dom,cod,+,0,*) enjoys the universal properties.
*
That (u1) is satisfied follows easily from the fact that
P1+ ...+Pn - q1+...+qjn with (+)-lndecomposable p.,/0,... .p^O.q^O,
••••«In/O

Implies m-a and that

is a permutation of

P1f...,Pa (this fact can be proved by considering p^ A (q^. ••+qm )
and q^A(Pi+*««+Pn )

)•

In order to 3how (u2)

suppose that A'-fD'.dom'.cod'.+'.O',»' )

is a commutative pm-category and that we have a formal proof (with
the aid of the assumed properties of operations) that two (+,»)-expressions E(p1#...,pn) and F(q1»...,qa ) with

being elements

of gpm-graph(A) (the generating pm-graph of A) represent the same
element. Prom the diagram in Fig.4 we can see that every step of
such a proof that is an application of (15) to some elements of A
can be replaced by

series

of steps that are applications of the

following (strong) equalities to some elements of the generating
pm-graph of A:

(17)

(p+dom(q))*(q+cod(p))-p+q whenever either side is defined,

(18)

(p+dom(r))• (q+dom(r))-(p*q)+dom(r) whenever either side is
defined.
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de+fg

Fig.4
■

K

We shall show that such a modified formal proof can be repeated
in A', which will imply that the corresponding (+',*•')-expressions EC(h(p1

,h(pn )) and F '(h(q., ),... ,h(qm )) represent the

same element of A'.

What we have to show is that
(b(pJ+'dom'(h (q )))•'(h (q)+'cod '(h (p ))) - h(p)+'h(q)
for elements p,q of the generating pm-graph whenever either side
is defined, and
(h(p)»/dom/(h(r)))»/Ch(q)-t-/dom '(h(r))) - (h(p)«/h(q ))-»/dom/Ch(r))
for elements p,q,r of the generating pm-graph

whenever either

side is defined.

In the first case, if (p+dom(q))»(q+cod(p)) or p+q is defined
then p.cod(p). dom(q)*q, p+dom(q). p+q, cod(p)+dom(q), cod(p)+q
are defined and thus h(p).'cod '(h(p)), dom '(h(q ))»'h(q).
h(p)+'dom'(h(q)), h(p)+'h(q), cod'(h(p))+'dom '(h(q)),
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%

cod'(h(p))+'h(q)

are defined. Hence, by (15), both the sides of

the first equality are simultaneously defined, and they are iden- •
tical, if defined.

In the 'second case, if (p+dom(r))*(q+dom(r)) or (p*q)+dom(r)
is defined then p-q, dom(r)»dom(r). p+dom(r),q+dom(r) are defined,
and thus h(p)«'h(q), dom'(h(r)).'dom'(h(r)), h(p)+'dom'(h(r)),
h(q)+'dod '(h(r)) are defined. Hence, by (15), both the sides of
the second equality are simultaneously defined, and they are iden
tical, if defined.

Now, every element p o ^ A can he represented by a (+,• ^ e x 
pression E(p1*...*pn ) with some elements P1t...,Pn of the genera
ting pm-graph. We define K(p) as B'(h(p1),...,h(pn )), where
E /(h(p1 ),...,h(pn )) is the corresponding (+', «^-expression.
According to what we have shown, h is a well defined mapping from
0 into U'. By the definition, E is also a homomorphism from A
into A'. That K is determined uniquely by h is also evident. Of
course, E is an extension of h.

Q.E.D.

9. The representation of discrete behaviour algebras

Now we are going to show that every discrete behaviour algebra is isomorphic with a commutative, distributive, discrete,
and safe pm-category of labelled partially ordered sets (lpo-sets).
The lpo-sets will correspond to finite pieces of unfoldings of a
net. The compositions of such pieces will correspond to drawing
separately independent pieces (the.parallel composition) and to
drawing q after p with the beginning of q identical with the end
i

of p whenever q is a continuation of p (the sequential composi
tion). In order to formulate our result we introduce several no
tions.

Given a partially ordered set (po-set) (X, é ), by a chain
(resp.: antlchaln) we mean a subset of mutually comparable (resp.
mutually incomparable) elements of X. A chain (resp.: antichain)
is said to be maximal if it is not a proper part of a chain
(resp.: of an antichain). Observe that the ordering of a finite
♦
po-set is always generated (as the reflexive and transitive clo
sure) by the acyclic relation "to be.an immediate predecessor of"
where x is said to be an Immediate predecessor of y (or, equi
valently, y is said to be an immediate successor of x) if x/y,
x^y, and x ^ z ^ y implies z-x or z-y. The set of immediate pre
decessors (reap.: successors) of an element x will be denoted by
prede(x) (resp.: by succ(x) ).

Finite pieces of unfoldings of the net of a system will be
represented by labelled partially ordered sets of a sort, called
I
•
histories.

Definition 10. Given a discrete behaviour algebra A(P.dom.cod.+.O.* ), by an A-hl3tory we mean H-(X,é ,I>), where
%
(X,6 ) is a finite po-set and L is a mapping (a labelling) which
assigns different from 0 atomic elements of A to members of X
such that: •
o
(hi)

if

is an antichain then I>(y1),...,L(yn ) are

independent atomic elements of A,
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(h2)

(h3)

if Y-{y1,...,yn} and Z-{z1,...,zffl} are maximal antichains
and u is an element of A then

u,L(y.j ),... ,L(yn ) are inde

pendent iff

are independent,

u,L(z.| ),...

if x'eX is such that L(x) is an atomic configuration then
x has at most one immediate predecessor y and L(y) is not
a configuration and L(x) is a oomponent of cod(L(y)) for
such a predecessor, and x has at most one immediate succes
sor z and L(z) is not a configuration and l(x) is a com
ponent of dom(L(z)) for such a successor,

(h4 )

if x € X is such that L(x) is not a configuration then
prede(x)-(y1

ynl + 0 and succ(x)-{z1,...,zffl} i 0 and

L(y1 ),... ,L(yn ),L(z1),.. . , 1 ^ ) are atomic configurations
and dom(x)-l(y1)+...+l(yn ) and cod(x)-L(z1)+...+L(zm ).

Each x e X is called an occurrence of D(x) in H. The ordering of H
is called the causal relation of H.

A finite piece of an unfolding of the net of a system can be
defined as a history in which occurrences of atomic processes
have no names or, more precisely, as sun isomorphism class of his/
.
tories. Such an isomorphism class is called a process. Formal
definitions are as follows.

Definition 11. An A-history H-(X, 4»D) is said to be Isomorphic
with other one

,1/) if there exists a bisection

f:X— *-X' such that:
\

'

(b1) foT all x,yei: x ^ y iff f(x)4'f(y),

(b2) for all i£l: L(x)-L' (f (x)).

Definition 12. By an A-process we mean an isomorphism class of
A-histories.

On A-processes we cam perform operations similar to those on
elements of the behaviour algebra A. In order to define these ope
rations we introduce two auxiliary notions.

Definition 13. By a cut of an A-history H-(X,^,1) we mean a maxi
mal antichain Y-{y1,...,yn) such.that L(y1),...#I>(yn ) are atomic
configurations; such a cut Y determines two A-histories, namely:

head(H.Y):-bf~.

1y ~,L|T~) and tail (H,Y):-(Y+, < |Y+,i( Y+),

where

Y”:-{xeX:x¿y for some y€Y} and Y+:-{x 6 X:y ¿

for some yeY}.

Prom the definitions it follows that the set of minimal
(resp.: maximal) elements of an A-history H is a cut of H; the
restriction of H to this cut (and the cut itself) is denoted by
origin(H) (resp.: by end(H)

).

Definition 14. By a splitting of an A-history H-(X,<,1) we mean
a partition ,b -(X1,X2) of X into two disjoint subsets X1 and X2
such that every element of X 1 is incomparable with every element
of X2; such a splitting s determines two A-histories, namely:

leit(H,«)'i-(X1, < | x 1,l|x1) and

right (H, s):-(X2,< |X2,l|X2).
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The operations on A-prooeeseB can be defined ae follows.

Definition 15. The zero A-proceas is the one corresponding to
the A-history (0,0,0). We shall denote it by O'.

Definition 16. The initial (reap.: final) configuration

of an

A-process p, denoted dom'(p) (resp.: cod'(p) ), is defined as
the A-process corresponding to origin(H) (resp.: to end(H)

),

where H ie a hiBtory of p (by a history of p we mean every A-history belonging to the isomorphism class p of A-histories).

Definition 17. An A-process r is said to be the parallel composi
tion of two A-processes p and q, and denoted p+'q, if there exists
a history H of r and a splitting s of H such that left(H.s) is a
I
*
history of p and right(H,a) is a history of q.

Definition 18. An A-procese r is said to be the sequential com
position of two A-processes p and q, and denoted p»'q, if there
exista a history H of r and a cut c of H such that head(H.c) is
a hiBtory of p and' tall(H.c) is a history of q.

Now we are able to formulate our result on representing dis
crete behaviour algebras.

Theorem 2. Let A»(D,dom,cod,+,0,*) be a discrete behaviour algebra
and let U' be the set Of all A-proceasea. Then
A'-iD',doin',cod',+ ',O', •'), where dom'. cod'. +', O', ♦/ are as in
the above definitions, ia a discrete behaviour algebra and it is
isomorphic with A.

The proof of this theorem is based on the following facts.

Pact 1♦ For every A-history

each maximal chain and each maximal

antichain have a common element (i.e., A-histories are K-dense in

Fact 2. The cuts of an A-history H-(X,^,L) can be ordered in the
following manner:

1ST'

iff for every y € Y there exists y'€Y' such that y^y'.

The set of cuts of 3 with this ordering is a complete, distributi-

/.
Fact 3. For every A-process p the initial configuration dom'(p)
(resp.: the final configuration cod'(p)

) can be identified with

the set of labels of minimal (refip.: maximal) elements of a his
tory of-p. Such labels are independent atomic :„iifigurations of A.

Fact 4. Two A-processes p and q can be composed in parallel iff
dom'(p)n doin'(q ) « 0

and all elements of dom '(p) u dom'(q) are

independent, or cod'(p)r\ cod'(q) - 0
cod' (p) \j cod'(q)

and all elements of

are independent.

Fact 5. Two A-processes p and q can be composed sequentially iff
cod'(p) - dam'(q).

Fact 6 . The operations on A-processes enjoy properties (1) - (15).
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Fact 7. There are nonempty atomic A-processes of two types: the
A-processes whose histories contain exactly one element which is
labelled by an atomic configuration (one-element A-processes),
and the A-processes whose histories contain more elements

but

such that exactly one of these elements is labelled by an atomic
element of A which is not a configuration (prime A-processes).

Fact 8. Every A-proceBS can be decomposed into atomic A-processes.

Fact 9. Every (+',•')-expression representing an A-process can be
reduced with the aid of properties (1) - (15) to the form:

(p(1)+' x ( 1 ) X ... •'(p(n)+,x(n)),

where p(i) denote prime A-processes and x(i) denote A-configurations (by an A-configuratiop we mean a parallel composition of
one-element A-processes). Such a form is said to be sequential
and, in general, it ia not unique.

Fact 10; Every ( + «^-expression representing an A-process can
be reduced with the aid of properties (1) - (1 5 ) to the form:

(p6.1 )+'... + 'p(1»n(1 ))+'x(1 ))«'...«'(p(m,1 )+'... +'p(m,n(m))+'x(m)),

where p(i,j) denote •prime A-processes, x(i) denote

A-configura-

tions, and p(i, 1 ),... ,p(i',n(i)),p(i+1,j ) are not independent for
any i-1,...,m-1 and j-1,...,n(i+1). Such a form is said to be
canonical.
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Fact 11. Every A-process can be represented in canonical form in
a unique way, i.e.

such a representation is determined uniquely

by the represented A-process.

Fact 1 has been proved .in [3J (cf. also [ij). Facts 2 - 9
can be proved in a rather standard way. The proofs are similar to
those in Q 0] , where analogous results have been obtained for
slightly different concepts of histories and processes (fact 2,
which is a consequence of fact 1, is important in proving facts
4 - 8).

In order to prove fact 10 we start with the observation
that every representation of an A-process in the form
(p+'x)»'(q+'y), where p and q represent independent A-processes,
and x and y represent A-configurations, can be reduced to
(q+'u)«'(p+'v), or to (p+'q+'z), where u and v are A-configurations satisfying u-dom7(p)+'z. v-cod/(q)+'z. and z is an 4-con•
t
figuration satisfying x-dom/(q)+'z. y-cod/(p)-*/ . Such reductions
will be called the transposition and the unification, respective
ly, of adjacent factors (p+'x) and (q+'y).

Let E be a

(+',•')-expression representing an A-process in

terms of atomic A-processes. Such an expression can be reduced
to the form:
..

<
'
E0-(q(t)+'u(1))'' •••*' (qOO+'u(k)),

where q(i) denote

prime A-processes and u(i) denote

A-configura

tions. By transposing adjacent factors of EQ we unify as many
factors as possible with the first factor. Thus we reduce EQ to
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(p(1,1)+'...+'p(1,n(1))+'x(1))»'E1f where p(1,j) denote

some of

q(i), x(1) denotes an A-configuration, and E1 is the sequential
composition of those factors of EQ which cannot be shifted to the
left by transpositions and unified with
(p(1»1)+'...+'p(1*n(1))+'x(1)). Proceeding in the same.manner
with E1t etc., we reduce entire EQ to the canonical form.

In brder to prove fact 11 we assume that E(p(1,1 )+'... + /p(1,n(1 ))+'x(1

(p(m, 1 )+'... + 'p(m,n(m))+'x(m))

is a canonical representation of a process p and that H*(I,4,I)
is a history of p. Let c0-orlgin(H). c.,

cm-end(H) be the se

quence of cuts of H such that head(tail(H.c^ ^.c^) is a history
of p(i,1}+'...+'p(i,n(i))+'x(i). Since p(i,1),...,p(i,n(i)),
p(i+1*j) are not independent, there is in ci+1 an element which is
labelled by a common atom of dom '(p(i+1..1)) and of some
cod'(p(l.k)). So, for every i-1,...,m, head(tail(H,c^_^),c^) is
the largest initial segment of tall(H.c^ ^) which is a history of
a slice. This means that all p(i,1)+'..,+'p(i,n(i))+'x(i), and
entire E, are determined uniquely by the represented process.
I
\
Outline of proof of theorem 2. Prom facts 3 - 6 it follows that
A' is a commutative, distributive, safe

pm-category. Prom fact 8

it follow8 that A ‘ is discrete. Facts 10 and 11 imply property (16)
so t&at A' is a discrete behaviour algebra. It remains to prove
that A' is isomorphic with A.

To every atomic configuration c of A we assign the one-ele
ment A-process whose histories contain exactly one element - the
element being labelled by c. To every atomic element p of A which
is not a configuration we assign the prime A-process whose histo

ries contain exactly one nonextremal element with a number of im
mediate predecessors being minimal and a number of immediate suc
cessors being maximal - the nonterminal element labelled by p, the
minimal elements corresponding to atoms of dom(p) and labelled by
these atoms, and the maximal elements corresponding to atoms of
cod(p) and labelled by these atoms. Thus we obtain a bijective cor
respondence between nonempty atoms of A and nonempty atoms of A'.
This correspondence determines in a natural way an isomorphism:

g: skeleton(gpm-graph(A))---*. skeleton(gpm-graph(A'))

which maps independent elements of A onto independent elements
of A', and the inverse isomorphism g~1 which maps independent ele
ments of A' onto independent elements of A. By the universal pro
perty (u1) of A, we have a upique extension of g to a homomorphism:

h: gpm-graph(A)--- >- gpm-graph(A' ) .

By the universal property.(u1) of A', we have also a unique ex
tension of the inverse isomorphism g~1 to a homomorphism:

h-,: gpm-graph (A* )----» gpm-graph (A) ..

Since both A and A' enjoy (u1 ), and the compositions hh1, h.,h are
extensions of the identities gg_1, g-1g, respectively, h1 must be
the inverse ,of h and vice versa. Similarly, by the universal pro
perty (u2) of A and A', we obtain unique extensions of h and h 1
to homomorphisms E:A— *-A' and E.,:A'— >•A. Again, since both A
and A' enjoy (u2), E 1 must be the inverse of E and vice versa.
Hence

E is an isomorphism and A' is isomorphic with A.

Q.E.D.

10. Applications

Due to the universal properties, the discrete behaviour al
gebras can be applied to assign a meaning to atomio processes of
a system and to extend such a meaning on compound processes. We
shall illustrate it by two examples.

One example is evaluation of performance times of processes
(the idea is taken from Q>]).

Let A be the behaviour algebra of processes of a discrete
system. According to our results, elements of A can be regarded
as A-processes.

Given a process p, am atomic configuration x occurring in
dom(p), and an atomic configuration y occurring in cod(p), we can
ask how much time is spent from the appearance of x in dom(p) to
the appearance of y in cod(p) (by an appearance we mean the
beginning of an occurrence which may last during a period of time;
we do not assume that all atomic components of a configuration
appear at the same moment). We denote such a time by d(x,y). Be
sides, we require d(x,y)— co if there is no chain in p from the
occurrence of x in dom(p) to the occurrence of y in cod(p). Thus
we are asking for-a table like that in Pig.5. Such a table, called
a delay table, is (X,?,d), where X and T are sets of independent
atomic configurations and d is a function defined on I x l whose
values are nonnegative real numbers or - oo . By U' we denote the
set of all delay tables of this type.

*1

yn
••••

X1
•
•
•

d(x^,yn )

•
•
•

•
•
•

*m ' d ( v * i >

...

d ( x m, y n )

Fig. 5

A typical problem is that we are given delay tables for
atomic processes and we want to calculate the delay table of a
compound process. Of course, every delay table corresponding to
an atomic process p must be g(p)-(X,Y,d) such that X is the set
of atomic components of dom(p), Y is the set of atomic components
of cod(p), and such that d(x,x)-0 for each atomic component x
of'p if p is a configuration.

In order to solve the problem we construct a (commutative)
pm-category of delay tables.

Given a delay table a-(X,Y,d), we define dom"(a) as (X,X,dT )
and cod'(a) as (Y,Y,dy), where d2(z.,,z2)-0 for z ^ Z j S Z

and

dz(z1tz2 ) — 00 for different z.|,z2e Z.

Given two delay tables a>(X., ,Y.| ,d.j ) and b-(X2,Y2,d2) such
that ( X ^ Y 1 ) ri (X2u Y2)-0, we define a+'b as (X1o X g . Y ^ Y2,d),
where d(x,y)-d1 (x,y) for xfiX.,, yeY.,, d(x,y)-d2 (x,y) for xeX,,
y £ Y 2,

’ d(x,y)— . 0 0

for other x € X 1vj X2

and

y e Y 1u Y 2>

We define O' a? the "empty delay table" (0,0,0).

Finally, given two ¿elay tables a- (X1,'?1,d1) and
b-(Xj,y2,d2) such that ^i-X2, we define a»'b

as (X.,,T2,d),

where d(x,y)-max (d. (x,z)+d,,(z,y)).
z€Y1
It is easy to verify that A'-(O',dom',cod',+ ',0 ',•' ) is
a commutative pm-category.

Now our problem can easily be solved. We have an assignment
which is a homomorphism:

\
g : skeleton(gpm-graph (A))-- »■ graph(pm-graph(A')

and which assigns independent delay tables to independent atomic
processes. Due to the universal properties of behaviour algebras,
we have a unique extension of g to a homomorphism h from A into A'
Hence, if a compound process is given by a (+,•)-expression
E(p1,...,pn ) with some atomic p1,...,pn then we can calculate the
delay table of such a process as the value of E'(g(p1),...,g(pn )),
where E'(g(p1),...,g(pn )) is the corresponding (+',•')-expression,
and the result will not depend on which particular expression has
#
been chosen to represent the given compound process.

For instance, the process in Fig.3 can be represented as
p-(a^+n2 )•(b^+c2 )■(a^»b^)+c2* Suppose tfiat we have delay tables
as in Fig.6. Then we can calculate the delay table of p either as
(g(a1)+'g(n2))*'(g(b1)+'g(c2))jor as (g(a,).'g(b1))+'g(c2 ). We
obtain the same result 5(p) shown in Fig.6.
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Another example is describing and analysing concurrent com
putations. We start with defining actions of transforming data and
operations on such actions (cf. Qj]).

Let Loc be a set of locations and let Cont be a set of pos
sible contents of locations. Given a subset fCLoc, we define a
state of f as a mapping s:f— ►Cont. By states(f) we denote the
set of all states of f.

.

An action whose arguments are in locations belonging to a
set f c Loc and whose results are in locations belonging to a set
gcLoc

can be described by indicating f and g and the relation

between the initial state of f and the final state of g. In other
words, it is a triple a-(f,g,R), where f e Loc. g c Loc. and
R c states(f)>c states(g). For example,
[[if n > 0 then (x,y,z,t,n):-(x,t,x,t,n-1 j] can be regarded as
C
the action a-(f,g,R), where f-{x,t,n}, g-{x,y,z,*.,n}, and where
uRv stands for u(n)>0 and
(v (x),v (y),v (z ),v (t),v (n ))- (u (x ),u (t),u (x),u (t),u (n)-1).

The set of actions can be endowed with the structure of a
commutative pm-category in the following manner.

Given an action a«(f,g,R), we define the domain and codomain:

dom'(a):-(f,f,the identity in states(f)),
cod'(a):-(e,g»the identity in states(g)).
*
%
Given two actions a-(f,g,R) and b-(h,i,S) such that
(fu g)n (hu i)*0i

define the parallel composition:

a+'b: - (f uh,gui,R||s),

where u(R||S)v stands for (u|f)R(v-|g) and (u|h)S(v|i) for the cor
responding restrictions of u and v. For example,

[x:-f(x,yj| +' [t:-g(z,t)] - [(x,t):-(f (x,y),g(z,t))] .

The neutral of the parallel composition of actions can be de
fined as the (only) action without arguments and results, i.e.,
0':-(0,0,{(0,0)>).

Finally, given two actions a-(f,g,R) and b-(h,i,S) such that
cod'(a)-dom/(b). i.e. with h-g, we define the sequential composi
tion a*'b as the action (f,i,RS), where RS is the usual composi
tion of binary-relations R and S. For example.

[(x,t):-(f (x,y),g(z,t) j] •' [if n > 0 then (x,y,z,t,n):-(x,t,x,t,n-1 )] [if n > 0 then (x,y,z, t,n):-(f (x,y ).,g(z, t),f (x,y),g(z, t ),n-1 )] .

Observe that for actions a-(f,g,R),b-(f,g,S),... with the
same domain and codomain we can define also the.union:

a u b u ...:-(f,g,RuSu...).

Given a discrete system and its behaviour alge.bra
A-(P.dom.cod.».0.*). to each atomic configuration b we can as
sign a set hQ (b) of locations such that hQ (b1),...,hQ (bn ) are
mutually disjoint whenever b1t...,bn are independent, and to
each atomic process p (configuration or not) with domfp)-b1».«.+b
and £od(p)-c1+...cm

we can assign an action h(p)-(f,g,R) such

that f-hQ (b1 )v ... U h Q (bn ) and g-hQ (c., )u ... u h0 (cm ), and such
that R is the corresponding identity relation if p is a configura
tion. Thus we obtain what we may call a flowdiagram. For example,
for the system whose net is shown in Fig.7, and whose maximal sets
of independent atomic configurations are {b^bg}, {b^,b^,b^},
{b3,b6,b7},{b5,b4,b7},{b5fb6,b7},tb8l, we can define: h0 (b.,)h0 (b8 )-Oc.T}. ^(bg)"!^}, hQ (b^)« £x,y}, h ^ ^ ^ )- {z,t}, hQ(b^)-^x},
V b 7 )-{n}, h (b1)-h(b8 ). [(X,T):-(X,T)], h(b2 )-[N:-N] ,
h(b3)- [(x,y):-(x,y)] , h(b4 )-[(z,t):-(z,t)] , h(b5)-[x:-x] ,
M b 6 )-[t:-t] , h(b7 )-[n:-n] ,

h(e1 )-[if N > 0 then (x,y,z,t,n):-(X,T,X,T,»)] , h(e2)-[x:-f (x,y)] ,

z,

h(ej)-[t:«g(ztt)J , h(e4 )«[if n > 0 then (x,y, t,n):-(x,t,x,t,n-1 )1,
h(e^)-[|if n ^ O then (X,T):-(x,t)J. Thus we obtain a flowdiagram
as shown in Fig.8.

I

Fig.7

if K > 0 then-

(x,y,z,t,n):-
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Now suppose that the system behaves according to its speci
fication, but with the restriction that a prime process e with
h(e)-(f,g,R) can be executed only if the actual state of f is in
the domain of R, and such that the execution of e is accompanied
by an application of h(e). The system plays then the role of a
control mechanism which chooses and initiates prime processes to
\

be executed (together with the assigned actions).

Observe that several prime processes (and actions) can be
under execution at a moment. Nevertheless, the results can still
be predicted due to the fact that a unique action corresponds to
every compound process of the system.

Indeed, having the actions corresponding to atomic processes
defined, we can extend this correspondence to a unique homomorph
ism E

from the behaviour algebra of system processes into the

commutative pm-category of actions, and we cam determine the
action corresponding to a compound process p given by a

(+,•)-

-expression E(p1,...,pn ) with atomic P^,...*Pn as
K(p)-E/(h(p1 ),...,h(pn )), where E'fti^)

h (Pn )) is the cor

responding (+',•')-expression. Since h is a homomorphism, the re
sulting action does not depend on the particular expression
giying p. Thus we have a unique way of determining actions cor
responding to the processes of control mechanism. By exploiting
this fact we can often deduce what a data transformation is defi
ned by a flowdiagram with a given initial control configuration.
This can be-done in two steps.
«
In the first step the aspect of data processing is entirely
neglected. We consider merely processes of control mechanism,
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called potential control flows, as if all actions would always be
executable. For example, for the flowdiagram in Fig.8 with the
initial control configuration b 1+b?, all potential control flows
reaching the control configuration bg are of the form:

e1•((e2+ej+by)*e4)m.(e2+ej+b^').e5 vith m«0,1,... .

In’the second step we consider the correspondence between the
potential control flows and actions of transforming data. This
allows us to deternine the action defined by the flowdiagram. For
instance, the flowdiagram in Fig.8 with the initial control con
figuration b-|+b2 defines the action:

V.

j

(h(e1).'((h(e2)+'h(e3)+'-h(b7)).'h(e4))ln.'
(h(e2)+/h(e3)+'h(b7 ))‘/h(e5))

/
which appears to be exactly ({x,T,H},{l,T},R) with uRv standing
for (v(X),v(T))-G(Fu (N )(u(X),u(T),u(X),u(T)), where

F°(x,y,z,t)* (x,y,z,t),
F(x,y,z,t)s(f(x,y),g(z,t),f(x,y),g(z,t)),
?k+1 (x,y,z,t)-F(Fk (x,y,s,t)),

and

G(x,y,z,t) = (f(x,y),g(z,t)).

The flowdiagrams as suggested can be thought as programs for
a multiprocessor system with a central control unit and with a

shared memory (there is also a possibility to implement the flowdiagrams We speak of with a completely distributed control; suo:
a possibility has been suggested in fii} ).

Given a flowdiagram, a computation according to the 'lowdiagram can be organized as follows.

*

The central control unit is endowed with the net of the flcwdiagraxn. Actions corresponding to independent prime processes are
assigned to separate processors together with suitable memory lo
cations.

Starting from an initial configuration, the control unit
chooses executable prime processes and sends signals to appropria
te processors to execute the corresponding actions. A processor
which is asked to execute the assigned action checks if the condi
tion

of action (if any) is fulfilled and executes the action or

informs the control unit that the action cannot be executed. When
the execution of action ends the processor changes the actual con
figuration of the net for a new one (according to general prin
ciples), by which the corresponding step of control flow is com
pleted. The computation continues if executable prime processes
can be chosen. Otherwise it terminates.

11. Comments

We have been concerned with behaviours of discrete systems of
a broad class. In specifying the behaviours the emphasise has been
put on system processes and their concurrency. The results can be
summarized as follows.
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1. Behaviours cam be described in terms of processes and opera
tions of composing processes.
2. Processes can be regarded as primitives which need not to be
defined. Properties of processes and relationships between pro
cesses can be expressed by means of operations on processes.
r
3. An axiomatic description of behaviour can be given from which
a process concept and other related concepts can be derived.

Now we shall comment several topics connected with the last
point.

The processes of a system have been defined with the aid of
the corresponding behaviour algebra A-(D.dom.cod.+.0.«). In fact,
such processes (A-processes) can be defined with less information.
Like in the example of section 7, it suffices to specify the set
of atomic configurations, say B, the set of finite sets of in
dependent. atomic configurations, say C, and the set of those
atomic processes which are not configurations, say E, each e £E
with the set of atomic components of initial configuration, say
doin'(e), and with the set of atomic components of final configura
tion, say cod '(e). What is more, histories and processes can be
defined for any data of the form B,C,E,{dom'(e)}e£E,|cod'(e)}e£E
provided the data satisfy:

(si)

C is a set of fihite subsets of B such that c € C and d c c
implies d£C,
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(82)

for all e€E, dom '(e ) and cod'(e) are in C and they are
equivalent with respect to the following equivalence rela
tion in Cs c^-d if and only if, for every ueC,
(cnu»0 and c u u € C ) implies (dnu-0 and duufeC) and vice
versa.

The processes defined with the aid of such data, and the corres- *
ponding operations, constitute a discrete behaviour algebra. Con
figurations, atomic configurations, and atomic processes which
are not configurations, correspond to elements of C,B, and E, res
pectively. For each e£E, the initial configuration of e and the
final one correspond to dom'(e) and cod'(e), respectively. So,
every B,C,E,£dom '(e)]e€E,{çod '(e)]e£E satisfying (s1) and (s2)
constitute a complete specification of a system from which entire
behaviour can be derived. Observe that B.E,{dom '(e)!cC^.
|cod'(e)}eeE constitute in fact the Petri net of the system, and
C is the set of possible configurations.

If we do not want to. distinguish between atomic processes
with identical initial configurations and identical final con
figurations then, without a loss of information, in each A-history we can neglect all the elements which.are labelled by atomic
processes which are not configurations. So

we can define a his

tory as H-(X,^,L), where (X, é ) is a finite K-dense po-set and
L is a labelling which assigns different from 0 atomic configura
tions to elements of X such that only the conditions (hi) and
(h2) of definition 10 are fulfilled. Processes can again be defined as isomorphism classes of histories. Due to the K-density of
histories (which now must be assumed) it can be proved (cf. jjo] )
that every process can be decomposed into atomic processes. The
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atomic processes are of two types: one-element processes, and
prime processes, where a prime process is new one whose historieshave only minimal and maximal elements, each minimal element com
parable with each maximal element. Each prime component of the de
composition' has a uniquely determined position in the decomposed
process, called an occurrence, such that from the simplified pro
cess we can reconstruct the corresponding process in the previous
sense. This is illustrated in Fig.9, where the simplified version
of the process from Fig.3 is shown with the occurrences of its
prime components.

An approach based on the idea of histories whose all labels
are atomic configurations has been developed in QlcTJ. With this
idea we are able to define processes merely with the set B of
atomic configurations and the set C of finite subsets of indepen
dent atomic configurations specified. Then we obtain not only pro
cesses of the given system but also other ones. We can define
operations on these processes such that the resulting structure
becomes a discrete behaviour algebra. The behaviour of the system
under consideration can be defined as the suhalgebra of this be

•
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haviour algebra that is generated by a particular set E of prime
processes. The difference is that now the definition of processes
can be given without knowing E, and the members of E can be speci
fied as prime processes in the sense of such a general definition.

Another problem which needs a comment is how to cope with
unbounded processes. In our formalism such processes can be dis
cussed only by means of sets of bounded processes which approxima
te them. This is however not very convenient. A better way would
be to include in behaviours also unbounded processes and express
such processes as limits of chains of bounded processes.

. Chains of processes can be constructed with the aid of a na
tural concept of occurrence of a process in another. In [jo] such
occurrences have been introduced, where the existence of an occur
rence F:p— >q ie equivalent to the existence of a decomposition
q-r*(p+v)«8

with some processes r and s and a configuration v.

We can consider chains of occurrcnces of the form:

P1

P1

*• p2

?2

> P5

P3

*■•••

and we can consider unbounded processes being limits of such
chains. With our operations of composing processes and such li
mits we can represent more processes than with the operations
o
alone. For instance, the process which consists of accessing and
releasing the output device by processor

of example of section

7, and of completing private activities by processors Pg.P^,...
can be represented as the liait of the following chain of occur
rences:
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Ç

(ai* ^>i )+c2 ^

((ai*bi )+°2)+c3 —

**• •

Similarly, the process which consists of executing repeatedly the
following process:

)-(c1+k))+l2).(((a2.h2).(c2+k))+l1 )

can be represented as the limit of the following chain of occur
rences:

P Q (P)*P Q

((P)*P)*P ç

... .

It is clear that the algebraic structure of behaviour in
which also limits and unbounded processes are considered is rather
complicated. In order to describe such a structure one has to make
it evident under which conditions the limits exist and how they
are related to the operations of composing processes.
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